
Discover 2 - Homework Booklet 

Term 2 

 

 

Note for ‘discover 2’ parents. The homework booklet is designed for stu-
dents to be able to do the task themselves but they may need a little help 
understanding the task and gathering resources.  It is also fun to do some 
of these together. 

 

Task 1—Word-search 

 

Task 2—Mind-map or word board (researchable and repeatable for differ-
ent subjects) 

 

Task 3— Rangoli Patterns (researchable and repeatable for different sub-
jects. 

 

Task 4—Research and speak—will need support 

 

Task 5— This term’s Kahoot! Here is the link—fun to do together 

 

https://kahoot.it/challenge/07789673?challenge-id=ae8ceb09-848c-
4255-9699-4bff700e8991_1667161110852                game pin- 07789673  

 

https://kahoot.it/challenge/07789673?challenge-id=ae8ceb09-848c-4255-9699-4bff700e8991_1667161110852
https://kahoot.it/challenge/07789673?challenge-id=ae8ceb09-848c-4255-9699-4bff700e8991_1667161110852


You can print this wordsearch or look for the words  on the computer. How many can you 
find?  You can use some of these words to do the next activity. 



We have been learning lots of new ideas 
and words. Your task is to create a word 
board about World War I—Use a ruler. 

Create a word board. 

There will be an ‘inspire’ PRIDE sticker for   

finished word boards that show you have thought about the words and put 

effort into how it looks. 

 

This is an example of a 
word board. You can see 
that the words are in dif-
ferent colours and sizes 
depending on how important 
they are to the subject. 
You can do a word board 
based on World War I 

Here are some words you could include: 

World War I       soldier      sad      rats      trenches       mud       

 

barracks         commander        Franz Ferdinand        Kitchener  

 

Kaiser Wilhelm II      Germany         England          Austria-Hungary       

 

Belgium          France          propaganda          enlist          fight              

 

morale        songs          war poetry     letters home      rations      



Diwali Rangoli Patterns 

Diwali is a festival of light celebrated by 3 main religions. 
Can you find out or remember which ones?  During Diwali Hin-
dus create beautiful patterns out of sand in front of their 
doors to welcome the goddess Lakshmi into their home. She 
is the goddess of wealth and happiness. 

Your task is to create a Rangoli pattern on a piece of paper. Look how even and 
controlled the circles are. You may need to find something to draw around. 
Look at the petals of the flower, they are all really even.  You could research 
more patterns. There are some really good You-tube videos showing different 
Rangoli creations. This is good for our well-being and also for our fine motor 
control and sense of texture and colour. 

Are you going on a walk or in the garden? You could create a Rangoli pattern 
using leaves, sticks or stones.  If you have chalk at home you could use this to 
create a pattern outside the door—Make sure you ask first. 



Research and talk 

 

Research what life was like during World War I 

Can you talk to a family member about this and keep it going for 
2 minutes? What about 5 minutes? 

 

Can you stay on the subject and answer any questions they may 
have? 

 

If it is a busy time at home you might create a power-point or 
some notes and try it out on one of your friends at school. 


